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Abstract:- This paper presents a component within the flexible ac-transmission system (FACTS) family, called 

distributed power-flow controller (DPFC). The DPFC is derived from the unified power-flow controller (UPFC) 

with an eliminated common dc link. The DPFC has the same control capabilities as the UPFC, which comprise 

the adjustment of the line impedance, the transmission angle, and the bus voltage. The active power exchange 

between the shunt and series converters, which is through the common dc link in the UPFC, is now through the 

transmission lines at the third-harmonic frequency. DPFC multiple small-size single-phase converters which 

reduces the cost of equipment, no voltage isolation between phases, increases redundancy and there by 

reliability increases. The principle and analysis of the DPFC are presented in this paper and the corresponding 

simulation results that are carried out on a scaled prototype are also shown. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The growing demand and the aging of networks make it desirable to control the power flow in power-

transmission systems fast and reliably [1]. In the transmission line due to the transmission line impedance, 

different load conditions varying with time-time there is an occurrence of requirement of active and reactive 

power in the transmission line leads to drop in the transmission line voltage drop and increases the 

transmission angle between the sending and receiving end voltages. There are many conventional 

transmission FACTS components which help to increase the power-flow capability in the transmission lines, 

like TCSC, TCPAR, IPFC, and UPFC each having their own control capabilities advantages and some 

disadvantages. This paper presents a new component in FACTS family called distributed power-flow 

controller (DPFC) that is derived from the UPFC that combines conventional FACTS and D-FACTS devices, 

same as the UPFC, the DPFC is able to control all system parameters, such as line impedance voltage 

magnitude and power angle. At the same time, it provides higher reliability and lower cost. The DPFC 

employs several D-FACTS devices in series with the transmission line and one conventional controlled 

voltage-source shunt converter to provide the active power for each D-FACTS device. In order to inject a 

360◦ voltage vector to achieve the full control capability as UPFC, there is an exchange of active power 

between the shunt and series converters needed, and the traditional way for active power exchange is using 

common DC link as UPFC. The DPFC eliminates the common dc link between the shunt and series 

converters. The active power exchange between the shunt and the series converter is through the transmission 

line at the third-harmonic frequency.  

 

Fig. 1: Flowchart from UPFC to DPFC. 

 

 The series converter of the DPFC employs the distributed FACTS, this distributed converters are. In 

DPFC Concept distributed static series compensator (DSSC) is used  that uses multiple low-power single-phase 

inverters that attach to the transmission conductor, spread along the transmission line and dynamically control 
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the impedance of the transmission line, allowing control of active power flow on the line. The DSSC inverters 

are self-powered by induction from the line itself, float electrically on the transmission conductors, and are 

controlled using wireless or power line communication techniques.  

The Distributed Static Series Compensator or DSSC, using modules of small rated , single phase 

inverters and a single turn transformer (STT), along with associated controls, power supply circuits and built-in 

communications capability. Shunt devices such as static synchronous compensator (Statcom), have been most 

widely applied, and are typically used for reactive VAR compensation and voltage support. The function of the 

shunt converter is to compensate reactive power to the grid, and to supply the active power required by the 

series converter. 

 

 PRINCIPLES OF ACTIVE POWER FLOW CONTROL 

For controlling power flow on transmission lines, the series elements clearly have the highest potential 

and impact. The real and reactive power flow, P and Q, along a transmission line connecting two voltage buses 

is governed by the two voltage magnitudes V1 and V2 and the voltage phase angle difference, δ = δ1 – δ2. 

 
Where XL is the impedance of the line, assumed to be purely inductive. Control of real power flow on the line 

thus requires that the angle δ, or the line impedance XL be changed. A phase shifting transformer can be used to 

control the angle δ. This is an expensive solution and does not allow dynamic control capability. Alternatively, a 

series compensator can be used to increase or decrease the effective reactive impedance XL of the line, thus 

allowing control of real power flow between the two buses. The impedance change can be effected by series 

injection of a passive capacitive. Alternatively, a static inverter can be used to realize a controllable active loss-

less element, injects a synchronous fundamental voltage that is orthogonal to the line current. 

 

II. DPFC METHODOLOGY 

 DPFC consists of one shunt and several series-connected converters. The shunt converter is similar as 

a STATCOM, while the series converter employs the D-FACTS concept, which is to use multiple single-phase 

converters instead of one large rated converter. Each converter within the DPFC is independent and has its own 

dc capacitor to provide the required dc voltage. The shunt converter can absorb active power from the grid at the 

fundamental frequency and inject the current back into the grid at a harmonic frequency; this harmonic current 

will flow through the transmission line.  According to the amount of required active power at the fundamental 

frequency, the DPFC series converters generate a voltage at the harmonic frequency, thereby absorbing the 

active power from harmonic components. Assuming a lossless converter, the active power generated at 

fundamental frequency is equal to the power absorbed from the harmonic frequency. 

Due to the unique characters of third-harmonic frequency components, the third harmonic is selected to 

exchange the active power in the DPFC. In a three-phase system, the third harmonic in each phase is identical, 

which is referred to as ―zero-sequence.‖ The zero-sequence harmonic can be naturally blocked by Y–Δ 

transformers, which are widely used in power system to change voltage level. Therefore, there is no extra filter 

required to prevent the harmonic leakage to the rest of the network.  

 
Fig. 2: Active power exchange between DPFC converters. 
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 So high pass filter can be replaced by a cable that is connected between the neutral point of the Y–Δ 

transformer on the right side in Fig. 2 and the ground. Because the Δ-winding appears open circuit to the third-

harmonic current, all harmonic current will flow through the Y-winding and concentrate to the grounding cable, 

as shown in Fig. 3.  

 

 
Fig. 3: Utilize grounded Y–Δ transformer to provide the path for the zero sequence third harmonic. 

      

Another advantage of using third harmonic to exchange active power is that the way of grounding of 

Y–Δ transformers can be used to route the harmonic current in a meshed network. If the branch requires the 

harmonic current to flow through, the neutral point of the Y–Δ transformer at the other side in that branch will 

be grounded and vice versa. Fig. 3 demonstrates a simple example of routing the harmonic current by using a 

grounding Y–Δ transformer. Because the transformer of the line without the series converter is floating, it is 

open circuit for third-harmonic components. Therefore, no third-harmonic current will flow through this line. 

Theoretically, the third-, sixth-, and ninth-harmonic frequencies are all zero-sequence, and all can be used to 

exchange active power in the DPFC. As it is well known, the capacity of a transmission line to deliver power 

depends on its impedance. Since the transmission-line impedance is inductive and proportional to the frequency, 

high-transmission frequencies will cause high impedance. Consequently, the zero-sequence harmonic with the 

lowest frequency—third harmonic is selected. 

 

 In order to maintain the power-flow control in the transmission line the transmission line parameters 

that are to be controlled conventional converters are control the line impedance , control the transmission angle, 

to maintain voltage magnitude of the transmission line constant ,Voltage stability and voltage regulation. For 

these there are mainly three types of converters are employed like, unified power flow controller (UPFC), Inter 

line power flow controller (IPFC), Distributed power flow controller (DPFC). The UPFC is the combination of a 

static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) and a static synchronous series compensator (SSSC), which are 

coupled via a common dc link, to allow bidirectional flow of active power between the series output terminals of 

the SSSC and the shunt output terminals of the STATCOM. The series converter injects a four-quadrant voltage 

i.e 360 degree with controllable magnitude and phase. Based on the drawbacks of UPFC like requirement of 

high rated converters leads to increasing in cost and common dc-link failure of active power compensation, for 

entire system. 

 

III. DPFC ANALYSIS 
 In DPFC, there is a common connection between the ac terminals of the shunt and the series 

converters, which is the transmission line. Therefore, it is possible to exchange the active power through the ac 

terminals of the converters. 

 The method is based on the power theory of non-sinusoidal components. According to the Fourier 

analysis, a non-sinusoidal voltage and current can be expressed by the sum of sinusoidal functions in different 

frequencies with different amplitudes. 

 The active power resulting from this non-sinusoidal voltage and current is defined as the mean value of 

the product of voltage and current. Since the integrals of all the cross product of terms with different frequencies 

are zero, the active power can be expressed by 
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Where VI and Ii are the voltage and current at the ith harmonic frequency, respectively, and φi is the 

corresponding angle between the voltage and current. Equation (3) describes that the active power at different 

frequencies is isolated from each other hand the voltage or current in one frequency has no influence on the 

active power at other frequencies.  

The independency of the active power at different frequencies gives the possibility that a converter without 

power source can generate active power at one frequency and absorb this power from other frequencies. 

The power-flow control capability of the DPFC can be illustrated by the active power Pr and reactive power Qr 

received at the receiving end. Because the DPFC circuit at the fundamental frequency behaves the same as the 

UPFC, the active and reactive power flow can be expressed as follows 

 
Where Pr0, Qr0, and θ are the active, reactive power flow, and the transmission angle of the uncompensated 

system, Xse, 1 = ωLse is the line impedance at fundamental frequency, and |V | is the voltage magnitude at both 

ends. In the PQ-plane, the locus of the power flow without the DPFC compensation f(Pr0,Qr0 ) is a circle with 

the radius of |V |2/|X1 | around the center defined by coordinates P = 0 and Q = |V |2/|X1 |. Each point of this 

circle gives the Pr0 and Qr0 values of the uncompensated system at the corresponding transmission angle θ. 

The boundary of the attainable control range for Pr and Qr is obtained from a complete rotation of the voltage 

Vse,1 with its maximum magnitude. Fig. 4 shows the control range of the DPFC with the transmission angle θ. 

 
 

Fig. 4: DPFC active and reactive power control range with the transmission angle θ. 

 

 To ensure the series converters to inject a 360◦ rotatable voltage, an active and reactive power at the 

fundamental frequency is required. The reactive power is provided by the series converter locally and the active 

power is supplied by the shunt converter. This active power requirement is given by 

 
Where ϕr0 is the power angle at the receiving end of the uncompensated system, which equals tan−1 (Pr0/Qr0) 

and ϕr is the power angle at receiving end with the DPFC compensation. The line impedance X1 and the voltage 

magnitude |Vr | are constant; therefore, the required active power is proportional to |Sr _Sr0 | sin (ϕr0ϕr), which 

is two times the area of the triangle that is formed by the two vectors Sr0 and Sr . Consequently, the required 

active power by the series converter can be written as follows: 

 
Where the coefficient C = 2X1/|Vr |2 and A(0,r0,r ) is the area of the triangle (0, Sr0, Sr ). The angle difference 

ϕr0 −  ϕr can be positive or negative, and the sign gives the direction of the active power through the DPFC 

series converters. The positive sign means that the DPFC series converters generate active power at the 

fundamental frequency and vice versa. The active power requirement varies with the controlled power flow, and 

the active power requirement has its maximum when the vector Sr −  Sr0 is perpendicular to the vector Sr0, as 

shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5: Maximum active power requirement of the series converters. 

 

 
Where |Sr,c | is the control range of the DPFC. Each converter in the DPFC generates two frequency voltages at 

the same time. Accordingly, the voltage rating of the each converter should be the sum of the maximum voltage 

of the two frequencies component 

 
During the operation, the active power requirement of the series converter varies with the voltage injected at the 

fundamental frequency. When the requirement is low, the series voltage at the third-harmonic frequency will be 

smaller than |Vse,3,max|. This potential voltage that is between Vse,3 and |Vse,3,max| can be used to control the 

power flow at the fundamental frequency, thereby increasing the power-flow control region of the DPFC. When 

Sr,c is perpendicular to the uncompensated power Sr0 , the series converters require maximum active power, 

and the radius of the DPFC control region is given by 

 
If Sr,c is in the same line as Sr0 , the series converters only provide the reactive compensation and the boundary 

of the DPFC control region will extend to 

 
It shows that the control region of the DPFC can be extended to a shape that is similar as an ellipse, as shown  

 

 
Fig.6. DPFC power-flow control range. 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS &OUTPUT ANALYSIS 

 
 DPFC simulink diagram used in this paper consists of one shunt converter of high rating and one series 

converter per phase of low rating attached to the transmission line with a single turn transformer (STT). 

 

DPFC Simulation Diagram 

 
FIG. 7: Simulink model of DPFC converter 

 

Figs. 8–10 show one operation point of the DPFC setup. In this paper, only the waveforms in one phase 

are shown. The voltage injected by the series converter, the current through the line, and the voltage and current 

at the Δ side of the transformer are illustrated. 

 
FIG. 8: Simulation result of Vs &Is at steady state response 

 

The above waveform in fig.8 demonstrates the third-harmonic filtering by the Y–Δ transformers. There 

is no third-harmonic current or voltage leaking to the Δ side of the transformer is demonstrate for a discrete 

period of 0.29m sec 

 

 
FIG.9: Steady state response of DPFC: Series converter voltage 

 

The voltage injected by the series converter also contains two frequency components in Fig.9. The 

amplitude of the pulse width modulated (PWM) waveform represents the dc-capacitor voltage, which is well 

maintained by the third-harmonic component in steady state is obtained from the above waveform. 
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FIG.10: Steady state response of DPFC: Line current 

 

The constant third-harmonic current injected by the shunt converter evenly disperses to the three phases 

and is superimposed on the fundamental current, as shown in Fig.10.upto 0.29 m sec by generating a discrete 

PWM pulse signals by the shunt converter is represented in above  waveform.  

 

 
FIG.11: Reference voltage for the series converters 

 

  Fig.11 illustrates the step response for a period of 0.29msec, a step change of the fundamental reference 

voltage of the series converter is made, which consists of both active and reactive variations, the dc voltage of 

the series converter is stabilized before and after the step change. 

 

 
FIG.12: Step response of DPFC series converter voltage 

 

Fig.12 illustrates the step response of the active power injected by the series converter and stabilization 

of transmission line before and after step response, by injecting a voltage at fundamental frequency by the series 

converter. 

 
FIG.13: Step response of DPFC line current 
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Fig.13 illustrates the amount of active and reactive power injected by the DPFC converter control by 

injecting third harmonic current by the shunt converter superimposed with the transmission line fundamental 

current using PLL technique.  

 
FIG.14: Step response of the DPFC bus voltage and current 

 

Fig.14 represents the step response of bus voltage and current at the Δ side of the transformer, before 

and after the step response .i.e. up to 0.29msec and after 0.29msec.there is an increase of bus current. 

 
FIG.15: Step response of the DPFC active and reactive power injected by the series converter at the 

fundamental frequency 

 

Fig.15 illustrated the amount of active and reactive power injected by the series converter, for step 

response 0.29msec generated by the discrete PWM generator. After 0.29msec the DPFC converter stop the 

active and reactive power injection as we use a discrete time of 0.29msec only. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented a facts component called DPFC. The DPFC derived from the UPFC and 

inherits the control capability of the UPFC, which is the simultaneous adjustment of the line impedance, the 

transmission angle, and the bus-voltage magnitude. The common dc link between the shunt and series 

converters, which is used for exchanging active power in the UPFC, is eliminated. This power is now 

transmitted through the transmission line at the third-harmonic frequency. The series converter of the DPFC 

employs the D-FACTS concept, which uses multiple small single-phase converters instead of one large-size 

converter. The reliability of the DPFC is greatly increased because of the redundancy of the series converters. 

The total cost of the DPFC is also much lower than the UPFC, because no high-voltage isolation is required at 

the series-converter part and the rating of the components of is low. Hence the active power transfer between 

shunt and series converters the makes the transmission line voltage constant and there by the transmission angle  

and by injecting active power and reactive power the transmission line impedance are decreased. 
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